In Part I of this report we assume a one dimensional model with a finite axial conductivity and infinite transverse conductivity. In Part II, we consider the cooldown in the transverse direction only. A common example for both parts points out the limitation of the assumptions made in Part I and suggests the need for a two dimensional time dependent model T = T(r,z,t).
Part I -Axial Cooldown

Statement of the Problem
Consider an infinite hollow cylinder with radii R , R with an assigned 1 2 initial temperature T. A axis-symmetry frame of reference is constantly o moving along the cylinder (Z direction) at a velocity U with respect to the cylinder (Fig. 1) . The bore (r , R ) to the left of the reference frame 1 ( . .
; \ (Z , 0) is filled with a fluid at T==T f , which has a heat transfer coefficient h. The bore to the right (Z > 0) i5 empty and therefore adiabatic. The outer surface r=R is also adiabatic.
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We would like to find out the axial temperature distribution under the following assumption.
o Properties are constant o The transverse time constant is much shorter than the axial one and, therefore, the problem can be reduced to a one dimension case. 
If we substitute e = e--(U/2G)Z f(Z), the solution to equation (2) including the boundary condition ;s where
To -Tf
The exponent in the solution for Z ~ 0 can be simplified for the case (-Y-)2 » .a in the following way: 
This points out that most of the axial temperature gradient is laying in the convective region Z , o.
In order to determine the characteristic length of this gradient, we
or for
The velocity U can be estimated from the following enthalpy balance m 6hf = pA U 6ht or m 6hf
where m 6hf = rate of enthalpy Change per unit volume of the fluid p 6h t = enthalpy change of the tube per unit volume.
Introducing (8) into (7), a characteristic length Z = ~ can be expressed as
C pf = specific heat of the fluid.
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Note that expression (9) represents a thermal balance between the heat convected away and the heat radiating by the tube.
The characteristic time T is independent of the flow rate and is written as:
M = pV = pA~ of the tube S = cross section area of the tube annulus.
The time corresponds to the ratio between the total thermal mass and the heat transfer area.
Note that m will effect the axial temperature gradient (eq. 9), but not the cooldown time of the characteristic length, which is only effected by the geometry and thermal properties. The cooldown of an infinite hollow cylinder is calculated to estimate the transverse cooldown time of a sse type magnet. The cylinder. with radii a and b (Fig. 2. ). initially at To is put into a medium with constant temperature T f . The external surface r=b is adiabatic. the heat transfer coefficient at r=a is h and the thermal diffusiyity 0 is assumed constant.
The· two dimensional time dependent heat transfer problem is written as ae = 0 1 L (r ae) at r ar ar n .
The solution of eas a function of rand t is plotted in Fig. 3 
